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Reflection in Smalltalk
....This session is a hopefully gentle introduction to Smalltalk’s meta-object protocol. You can
use the tools of the Smalltalk environment to find answers to all questions. In particular:

• Use the System Browser to navigate through classes, their methods and their hierarchies.
The class browser also gives you valuable information on the overriding of methods and you
can use the right-click menu on any method to explore senders and implementors of any
messages used inside the method body.

• Use the Finder tool to search for methods implementing a particular message.
• Use the Inspector for individual objects, and evaluate expressions in the context of the

inspected object.
• Select an expression in any browser and use the right-click menu to browse all implementors

or senders of the method.

This session starts the exploration of reflection in Smalltalk by considering class instantiation,
class inheritance, and the interaction between these two concepts. The second part of the
session focuses on structural and behavioural reflection.

Smalltalk Kernel: Instantiation Relationship

1. What is the class of 1984? Which message can you send to obtain the class of an object?
Apply this message to 1984 and inspect the result. Inside the inspector, what do you conclude
from evaluating and printing the result of self inside the lower-right text pane?

2. What is the class of the class obtained in exercise 1?

3. What is the class of the class obtained in exercise 2?

4. As has been done in exercises 1–3, continue traversing the “is a” relationship between instances
and their classes. Does this process end? Where?

5. What is an instance of Metaclass? How many instances can there exist of a Metaclass instance?

Smalltalk Kernel: Inheritance Relationship

6. What is the superclass of all classes?

7. What message must you send to obtain the superclass of a class? Send this message to the
root of the class hierarchy (obtained in exercise 6). What is the result?
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8. What are the superclasses of the classes obtained in all previous questions? Mention the
complete chain of classes up to the root of the hierarchy. What message can you send to find
all superclasses of a given class?

Smalltalk Kernel: Instantiation + Inheritance

9. Are instantiation and inheritance independent? That is, can one exist without the other?

10. Draw a class diagram of the classes and metaclasses obtained in exercise 8. Beside depicting
the “X is a Y” relationships (i.e. inheritance), show also the “X instance of Y” relationships
of every class.

11. The methods that the System Browser shows on the instance-side of a class must be stored
somewhere in the system. Where are the instance methods of a class defined? Take as example
the String class.

12. Analogously to exercise 11, the methods that the System Browser shows on the class-side of a
class must be stored somewhere in the system. Where are the class methods of a class defined?
Take as example the Object class.

13. If you look at Object class you will not find a new method. Yet, evaluating Object new works.
Find the implementation of the new message and place this into the diagram you made in
exercise 10. Why is it that you can do Object new?

Structural Reflection

14. Evaluate Collection definition. What is the result? What does it mean?

15. Evaluate Object instVarAt: 2. What is the result? What does it mean?

16. Evaluate Object selectors. What is the result? What does it mean?

17. Evaluate Smalltalk. What is the result? What does it mean?

18. How are methods represented by Smalltalk’s MOP?

Behavioural Reflection

19. What happens when you evaluate: <anObject> perform: <aSymbol>?

20. What message must I send if I need to pass arguments with the message of the previous
question?

21. Create a class RTStack with two instance methods methodOne and methodTwo. Their respective
bodies are:
RTStack>>methodOne

self methodTwo
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RTStack>>methodTwo
thisContext inspect. self halt.

Evaluate the following piece of code in a workspace:
RTStack new methodOne

What does thisContext represent? What can this reflective facility be used for?
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